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A Boy & His Lamb
 
In  the  earth  shaped  like an apple
In  the east is shining  india like a  jewel,
In the southern part of this jewel
There is glowing KARNATAKA like a pearl. 
 
In the southern part of this pearl
There pulsating is BANGALORE-the city unparallel
With pleasant atmosphere and salubrious climate,
Oh! it is karnataka's crown! nay! heart!
 
This heart has numerous  arteries by name roads
Bedecked with flowery  trees on either sides
Neat and trim, and pleasant to stroll along
Vanivilasa  road is one name  among.
 
Oh one  cool morn  of november along this road
A boy  is walking  holding a pretty lamb by a cord,
Oh look! the lamb suddenly stopping moving afar,
Refusing to go  with the boy with whom it walked  sofar
 
Look! the boy pulling, dragging the lamb with force,
The lamb resisting, opposing with equal force,
Oh! it is a tug of war  between   the lamb and the lad
No one winning, no one  losing, what a fun to behold!
 
Tired of pulling, dragging the lamb by the yarn,
Now, the    boy is trying drawing    by its little horn,
Having failed, look! he is  attempting drawing  by its tiny ears,
Wearied, now he is struggling  to haul over his shoulders.
 
But the naughty lamb is jumping off the shoulders,
The boy is thrashing it with a stick with all his powers.
Now, the boy is striving to hold it  in his arm pit,
The lamb kicking and slipping with all its  might
 
Some one passerby is   asking the hapless boy,
''Where are you  taking the  unwilling lamb? ''
Boy is replying  ''to sell off to butcher's shop''
All people exclaiming 'how cute is  this   lamb though dumb? '
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Now, the boy has  began his fresh attack,
By pushing, shoveling the lamb   from its' back,
Now, the boy is twisting dragging     by its tail backside front,
Tired, abusing with all his  vocabulary, doing affront.
 
The little lamb donot want to die, it wants to be alive, leave
The passers by told the boy'donot take it to butchery'
But the boy is not , in need of such symphathetic advice,
For sellingof its' meat alone bring him day's rice.
 
After some introspection, the boy has begin to coax the lamb,
He is patting, petting and calling endearingly by a name,
Offering some green, making sound like a lamb,
No! it is not moving, it is giving resistance some.
 
The  day is becoming hot, allready too hot by all standards,
So much the boy struggles, as much the lamb shrugs,
Suddenly the boy is prostating before the naughty lamb
Weeping and narrating his woe as though to his friend!
 
Lo! to the astonishment of all the yeanling is moving forward,
It it moving, a-bouncing, a-dancing merrily with the lad,
Who says sheep is heartless ignorant being!
To die    for happiness of a boy, it is going!
 
[based on a news paperreport- -udayavani]            
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Arts
 
UNIVERSES ARE ART GALLERIES IN THE SPACE CREATED BY ALMIGHTY,
NONLIVING THINGS ARE CLASSIC ARTS,
LIVING THINGS ARE LOVELY ARTS,
HUMAN BEINGS ARE LIVELY ARTS!
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Beautiful
 
Beautiful thoughts are simply blissful, soulful, heartful
Beyond all figures of speeches,
Beautiful poems are beautiful, but beautiful forever
Without border, time and reaches!
,
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Beauty
 
I  want  to pereive BEAUTY, Beauty, Beauty!
 
The Beauty  that  transcends  the meanness,
 
And that shines as  moon   amongst  stars,
 
And whose  remembrance  rejoices  the soul,
 
Elevates the mind, fills the heart with ambrosia,
 
And  brightens the face till the Sun vanishes.
 
 
I want to perceive   Beauty, beauty, Beauty!
 
The Beauty that  is   precious amongst  preciosest   things
                                            in all  the worlds.
 
The Beauty that demands the raise of soul   to god's altar,
 
The beauty  that trimphants the aspirant  of the ultimate star,
 
 
Let that Beauty cover   the   universe  inch by inch,
 
And enable everyone to enjoy  it from age to age,
 
Let that Beauty become   alls', let it be alls',
.
 
As creeper sprouts up, necessary  qualities  thrive   enmass.
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Eureka, Eureka
 
O my fair ladies, do you know,
Why you ladies like, deserve to adore gold and golden ornaments?
What are the affinities, relationship between you and and golds?
The reason is your moods vary according to gold rates!
Or rather gold rate vary as per your moods!
You and your mind are in sync with gold!
For this discovery i deserve prize of prizes, mother of prizes!
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Game  Nature Plays
 
In summer even moon is hot, hot and hot!
Where is in rainy season even bright sun is dull!
And in winter fiery sun is also cold,
What the game the nature plays in this wondrous stage of universe!
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If You Feel
 
If you feel even a nano-sadness for any reason,
I feel sadness and tear oceans  of oceans!
If you  feel even a micro-happiness because of my reason,
I feel joy of mountains and mountains!
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Let
 
Let our looks be serenely beautiful
Let our voices be melodiously wonderful,
Let our talks be soothingly graceful,
Tastes be lovingly delightful,
Breaths be invigoratingly sublime,
Movements be zestfully refined,
Activities be refreshingly fascinating,
Sensations be superbly bewitching,
Thoughts be more and more comely,
Hearts be most, most lovely,
Every things be divinely resplendent,
Blessings be unlimited by omniscient!
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Let The Path
 
Let the path you tread be sprinkled with rose water and spread with jasmine
flowers,
Let the place, house you dwell be decorated with gems and diamond and
golden ornaments,
Let the things you desire be instantly materialized,
Let the things you look radiate joy, mirth, enthusiasm!
Let the news you hear be auspicious and joyous,
Let the air you breath be saturated with ambrosia!
Let what you taste be honey nothing but honey!
Let the breeze breeze with aroma of musk around you!
Let the love your heart desires echoe in your beloved heart!
Let blessings of god, godess and elders, best wishes of young be on you all the
time!
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Lines From Heart And Mind
 
Relaxed mind is creative mind, Tensed mind is destructive mind;
Those who are right are superior, who are not are inferior;
Gratitudes and forgives should come spontaneously naturally not forcefully and
artificially;
Let us have creative knowledge than traditional knowledge;
To know all about flower is knowledge, To grow it fine in abundance is creative
knowldge;
Where there is life there is creativity, Where there is creativity there is life;
The universe is accelerating fastly to perfection on creativity
with time;
Wisdom is mother, knowledge is mother!
Let difficulties challenge, not agonizing!
For knowledge others are teachers,
For wisdom we are our teachers!
If wisdom is one eye, knowledge is other eye!
There may be unwanted knowledge not unwanted wisdom!
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Lines Frommind And Heart
 
Rotating earth on its axis doing revolution around sun teach us to do work
incessantly perfectly;
Rising sun and setting sun teach us to be regular in all things!
 
Excellent poems are hidden in words waiting to be arranged and rearranged
rhymingly and rhythmically and meaningfully;
 
Some persons becomes lovely by their dresses,
Some dresses become lovely by personalities!
-
Some persons make dresses lovely,
Some dresses make persons lovely!
 
Those who have no creativity repeat the oft repeated!
 
Worship the almighty through humanity not through deity!
 
Religion of religions is humanity
Religion which gives importance or prominence to humanity more than divinity is
best religion!
 
Nature's children do not disturb trees but nourish them,
Nature lovers transplant trees,
Others destroy mercilessly!
 
Even though outside is chaotic,
Let inside be pacific;
 
One can bear outside chaos,
Not inside chaos!
 
Person whose mind is full of placidity, heart with serenity is the blessed soul of
humanity!
 
Where poorest of poors are treated as prince/princess or vip/vips
There mother of all mothers rejoice and dance with joys!
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Love
 
O my gul-mohar,
Do you know
There may be alternatives for everything in this planet,
Where is the alternative for love? it is life of life,
And unique to this world!
There may be alternatives universes,
Some where beyond time and space, but they cannot exit love-less
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Lunatic Lines
 
Lunatics become poets, poets become lunatics
During love encounter.
No rhythm, no rhymes, no phrases or order,
Who is lunatic, who is poet,
how to distinguish when love is bitten
Is beyond critic's reason
That is what i did not know..
More the lunacy more the poetic
Vice versa, GOD save the poetic litrature
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O My Diamond
 
O diamond-in-mind, rose-in-heart,
Only love-in-soul, lovely in spirit,
I have a pink rose and bright diamond,
What will you pick up my dear friend&gt;
If you select pink rose, you select my love and me,
If you choose diamond, you select diamond not me!
If you select rose, i will gift you diamond,
If you select diamond, i say good bye to this world!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CHALLENGE- -
There may be lacs of persons of exceptional beauty and quality in this world,
Is there any one surpassing the love of my only one friend!
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Poets
 
Great poets live longer to see 100x10 full moons in their life;
Poems of great poets outsmart all ages;
Poets are uncrowned kings of letters;
Poets delight on mere seeing of blank paper and pen and internet;
Poets put great thoughts and beautiful feelings in black and white
To share and rejoice with like minded minds of the universe for all time; LONG
LIVE POETS!
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Quotations
 
Knowledge becomes outdated, never wisdom!
There may be unwanted knowledge, not wisdom!
If wisdom is one eye, knowledge is another eye!
where there is life there is creativity,
Where there is creativity there is life!
Wisdom is mother, knowledge is father!
The universe is accelerating towards perfection on creativity with time!
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Rama Janma Bhoomi/Babri Masjid
 
OH GOD,
WHOM THE HINDUS CALL ESWARA,
    THE MUSLIMS  ALLAH,
    THE CHRISTIANS  JESUS/CHRIST,
GRANT UPON US,
THE SIGHT TO PERCEIVE
    ESHWARA IN MOSQUE, AND CHURCH,
    ALLAH IN TEMPLE, AND CHURCH,
    JESUS CHRIST AND MOTHER MARY
    IN TEMPLE AND MASJID
 
BY  N NARASANNA- BANGALORE-560097
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Stringed Instruments
 
We beings are mere stringed instruments,
Our lives are just the strings
God is the master artist par excellence,
As he plays so is our lives,
Oh god play beautifully!
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Sun/Moon Honey Moon
 
Moon goes to honey-moon once in a month with his sweet-heart, hence he will
not be seen on new moon day,
Sun always shine, never not to be seen at least even  once a while to go to
honey moon since he has no lady-love!
***********************************************************
Moon will not be seen on new moon day because he makes honey moon with his
sweet heart on that day without fail,
Sun will be seen every day because he has no lady love for honey moon!
Stars twinkle because they are conspicuously does honey moon every night!
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Teacher And Friends
 
All nonliving things be our teachers,
Living things be our friends and
Human beings be enlightened friends, philosophers and guides!
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The Unity Song Of Man Kind
 
WE ARE THE HUMAN BEINGS! THE INTELLIGENT INHABITANTS OF THIS EARTH!
WHO STRIVE FOR PEACE AND PROSPERITY OF ALL BEINGS OF THIS EARTH!
 
SO WHAT IF WE ARE LIVING IN NORTH, SOUTH, EAST OR WEST OF THIS
EARTH?
WE BELONG TO ONE EARTH! -WE ARE ENLIGHTENED BEINGS OF THIS EARTH!
 
SO WHAT IF WE HAVE NUMEROUS LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS?
WE BELONG TO THE BEINGS BLESSED WITH THOUGHTS AND SPEECHES!
 
SO WHAT IF WE ARE OF DIFFERENT RACES, RELIGIONS, CULTURES AND
CIVILIZATIONS?
WE BELONG TO THIS EARTH! -WE ARE MUTUALLY RESPECTING PEOPLE!
 
SO WHAT IF WE ARE OF DIFFERENT COLOURS, ETHNICITY, TRIBES AND
CREEDS?
WE ARE PROUD CHILDREN OF THIS EARTH! WE ARE PROUD HUMAN BEINGS!
 
SO WHAT IF WE HAVE DIFFERENT FLAGS, SONGS AND SO ON?
WE BELONG TO  MOTHER EARTH, WE ARE CHILDREN OF EARTH!
 
SO WHAT IF WE HAVE DIFFERING IDEALS, OPINIONS AND ASPIRATIONS?
WE DO NOT DIFFER IN HEART AND SOUL! WE ARE THE GREAT HUMAN BEINGS!
 
SO WHAT IF WE HAVE DIFFERING GOALS, IDEALOGIES, GOVERNMENTS?
OUR ULTIMATUM IS PEACE, PROSPERITY, PROGRESS AND CO-EXISTENCE!
 
SO WHAT IF WE BELONG TO DEVELOPING OR DEVELOPED NATIONS?
OUR EARTH IS A SINGLE NATION! -WE ARE ONLY HUMAN BEINGS ONLY!
 
 
N  NARASANNA
BANGALORE-560097
DT-25-08-2014
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Well Wishers
 
How thrill it is to see our well wishers, and in happiness,
How joyous to listen to their affectionate soft voices,
How fine to speak to them from heart in all zests,
How grand to hug them with open hearts by hands,
How pleasant is to have thoughts of them always.
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